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We study equations on RN, 
Lu= W(x) JuIp~-’ u 
Lu =f(u), 
where L is an indelinite SchrGdinger operator, 0 < W(X) --4 0 as 1x1 --t co, and sub- 
critical nonlinearities. We prove existence of solutions u E H’(RN) via an inversion 
to a “dual” variational problem. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the equations on RN, 
(-A+ V-E)u= W(x) IuI”-2u (1.1) 
(-A+ v-E)u=f(u), (1.2) 
where VE L.“(RN), E a real value not in the spectrum of -A + I/ (denoted 
by 0(-A+ V)). In (l.l), W(X)EL~(UV”), H’(x)-+0 as (xJ+co, and 
2<p<2N/(N-2), if N>2; 2<p< +cc if N=2. In (1.2),f(u) is odd, 
strictly increasing, continuous, and satisfies certain superlinear but sub- 
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critical bounds. Equation (1.1) may be viewed as a stationary solution 
$(x, t) = e-%(x) of the time-dependent nonlinear Schrbdinger equation 
which has been introduced in connection with phenomena in nonlinear 
optics [RW]. 
Existence and multiplicity results for (1.1) and (1.2) have been proven 
for the case where Ed inf u( -d + V) for a large class of weight functions 
W(x). (See, e.g., [BaL, BeL, Li, Ln] ). Analysis of these problems has 
typically involved studying critical points of the energy functionals 
(here F(U) = JG f(s) ds). If, however, E were chosen to lie in a spectral gap 
of -d + V, then the above functionals are indefinite near u = 0. In fact, if 
E lies in a gap in the essential spectrum of -A + V, u = 0 is a saddle point 
of E,, E2 with an infinite dimensional negative subspace. Such spectra 
occur, for example, for potentials V(x) which are periodic (see [ RS] ). For 
such I’, E it is not clear that any type of Palais-Smale condition holds for 
the functionals El, EZ; in fact, it is not clear that Palais-Smale sequences 
for El are even H1(IWN)-bounded. 
Our method is to invert Eqs. (l.l), (1.2) in the spirit of the work of 
Brezis, Coron, and Nirenberg [BCN] on periodic solutions for nonlinear 
wave equations (see also [El). Thus we replace, for example, (1.2) with 
Ku = g(u), (1.3) 
where K= (-A + V- E)- ’ and g = f -I. For (1.1) the inversion is more 
subtle: we use a modification of the “Birman-Schwinger Principle” [RS] 
used in counting bound states (point spectra) of Schrijdinger operators 
arising in quantum mechanics. In particular, to perform this inversion we 
must assume W(x) > 0 for all x. For (1.1) we obtain a variational problem 
in Lq(lRN), q = p/(p - 1); Eq. (1.2) yields a variational problem on the 
space of functions u which are controlled by jlWN G(o) dx, for G(u) = 
j; g(t) dt, namely the Orlicz space L, (see [KR] for various properties of 
Orlicz spaces). The Palais-Smale condition holds for the inverted problem 
(l.l), and solutions to the inverted problem are produced via the Moun- 
tain Pass Theorem [R]. Compactness for the inverted (1.2) is more dif- 
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licult: we show that a Palais-Smale sequence tending to a min-max value 
“concentrates” in some ball, using ideas similar to P.L. Lions’ Concentra- 
tion Compactness principle [Ln]. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces some basic facts 
about the operator ( -A + V- E) on Lp spaces, and uses these to prove 
the existence of solutions to the “dual” problem for Eq. (1.1). In Section 3, 
these basic estimates are extended to the Orlicz space L, and Eq. (1.2) is 
solved via a min-max procedure. Finally, in Section 4 the solutions of the 
“dual” variational problems are used to construct H’(R”‘) solutions of 
(l.l), (1.2). 
Notation. We denote the Lp([WN) norm of a function u by IIuJI,. a(A) 
denotes the spectrum of the linear operator A. xs is the characteristic func- 
tion of the set S. We write BR(x) for the open ball of radius R centered at 
x; B, = BR(0). Throughout the paper, the letter C will denote various con- 
stants whose exact value may change from line to line, but are not essential 
to the analysis of the problem. 
2. THEEQUATION(-A++-~Z)U= &W~U[~-~U 
Consider for VE L”(IWN), WE L”([WN) with 0 6 W(x) --t 0 as 1x1 -+ co, 
and E E (w - g( -A + V) given, the equation for u E H’( KY”‘), 
(-A+ V-E)u= *W(x) lzQ-*u (2.1) 
where 2<p<2N/(N-2) if N>2; 2<p< +oo if N=2. We prove the 
following existence result: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let V, H, W(x), p be as above, and suppose that E lies in 
a spectral gap for the operator -A + V; i.e., E > inf Q( - A + V). Then 
(-A+ V-E)u= W(x) lulpP2u 
possesses a nontrivial H2(WN) solution. In addition, the equation 
(-A+V-E)u= -W(X)~U)~-*U 
also possesses a nontrivial H2(IWN) solution if and only if the operator 
W(X)“~ (-A+ V-E)-’ W(x)‘jp 
defined on L2(RN) has at least one negative eigenvalue. 
Remarks. (i) If E < inf a( - A + V), then the existence of a nontrivial 
solution of (2.1) with positive right-hand side follows from standard 
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methods, as the quadratic form of -d + V- E is equivalent to the 
standard norm on H’(RN). Of course, in this case, Eq. (2.1) with the 
negative sign in front of W has no nontrivial solution. 
(ii) The spectrum of the operator We’d (-A + V-E)-’ W(x)“” 
for W(x) + 0 as (xl --f cc has been studied extensively in [DH, Hl, H2, A, 
ADH]; in particular, if supp W is small, then there may be no negative 
eigenvalues at all [Hl, H2] and the operator W(x) ‘lp ( -A + V- E)-- ’ 
W(x)“P will be positive. If, however, W(x) satisfies certain asymptotic 
lower bounds, then the number of negative eigenvalues will be infinite, and 
the asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues is known [Hl, H2, ADH]. 
(iii) Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, there are actually 
infinitely many nontrivial H2(RN) solutions to the equation 
(-A+ V-E)u= W(x) Iu[~-~u. 
On the other hand, the equation 
(-A+V-E)u= -W(x)lujpP2u 
possesses as many nontrivial H2(lRN) solutions as the dimension of the 
negative eigenspaces of the operator W(x)‘Ip ( -A + V- E) -’ W(x)‘lp. This 
follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1 and some standard min-max 
argument [RI. 
To deal with the highly indefinite nature of the operator -A + V-E we 
introduce a “dual” formulation of (2.1), and apply the Mountain Pass 
Theorem to find critical points of this “dual” functional. In this procedure 
we follow the method of Brezis-Coron-Nirenberg [BCN] for the analysis 
of nonlinear wave equations. In particular, we define the operator 
K,= W(X)“~(-A+ V-E)-’ W(X)“~ 
known in the mathematical physics literature as the Birman-Schwinger 
kernel, and consider the equation 
Kpu= ) (II~~-’ u (2.2) 
for UEL~(IR~), q=p/(p- l), and 2N/(N+2)<q<2. It is known [HV] 
that the Lq spectrum of (A +V) is independent of q, so the left-hand side 
of (2.2) is well defined. 
THEOREM 2.2. Equation (2.1) possesses a nontrivial solution in H2( RN) if 
and only if (2.2) possesses a nontriuial solution in Lq(RN). 
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Remark. If K, is a positive operator, then clearly there cannot be a 
nontrivial solution if we choose the minus sign in (2.2). 
We defer the proof of Theorem 2.2 until a later section. 
We now state the fundamental estimate which we will use throughout 
this paper, concerning the operator ( -A f V- E) - ‘: 
THEOREM 2.3 [S]. Suppose VEL”(IR~), N> 3 and dist(E, a( -A + V)) 
> 0. Then ( -A + V - E) -’ is an integral operator with kernel k(x, y) which 
satisfies: 
(1) k is continuous away from x = y and untformly bounded in every 
region {(x, y): Ix- y( >d}, d>O; 
(2) For any region ((x, y): Ix- yl cd}, O<d< 1, 
c lx- y(ZpN, N>3 
IW YN G 
i 
-Clog lx-Yl, N=2 
c, N=l 
(3) For Ix- yl sufficiently small, 
IW Y)I z 
c Ix- y(2-N, N>3 
-Clog Ix-Yl, N=2 
(4) For Ix- yJ 2 1, Jk(x, y)l d C,exp( -y Ix- yl), for some con- 
stants CE, y>O. 
From this theorem, we obtain the following results, using standard 
elliptic type estimates: 
LEMMA 2.4. For any s, t with 
L’,1 
s t N 
we have for all v E c;(rW”), 
ll(-A+ V-E)-‘ull,<C,,~ IluIl,. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let xB be the characteristic function of any compact set 
B c IwN. Then the operator xs( - A + V-E)-’ is compact from L”(IWN) into 
L’(IWN) for any s, t satisfying 
1 1 2 
--t- S N 
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Define the following functional on Lq(lWN): 
for v E L9(1WN). By Lemma 2.4, Kp: Ly([WN) -+ Lp([WN) is bounded; thus J(u) 
is differentiable on Ly( lRN), and critical points of J will be solutions of (2.2). 
The advantage in this dual formulation of Eq. (2.1) is that the Birman 
Schwinger kernel is compact. 
LEMMA 2.6. K,: Lq([WN) + Lp([WN) is a compact operator. 
Proof. Suppose fn - 0, weakly in Ly( RN). We must show that K, f, -+ 0 
strongly in Lp( W”). Now, let E > 0 be given, and let R > 0. 
IIKpfnllpG ll(l -xeJ ~“pIlm ll(-d + V-E)-’ ~l’pfnlIp 
+ Il~l’pll~ IIX&~+ V/-V’ w”pfnIlp. 
Choosing R sufficiently large, we have 
IIKpfn(lp-+C IIxe,q-A+ f’-W’ W1"fnIlp. 
But, by Lemma 2.5, xeR( -d + I/-- E) ) ’ is compact, so we are done. 1 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1. By Theorem 2.2, it suftices to 
show that (2.2) possesses nontrivial solutions. Taking the negative sign in 
(2.1) and (2.2), (which corresponds to the plus sign in J(u)) we have 
already remarked that there can be nontrivial solution unless Kp possesses 
at least one negative eigenvalue. So suppose that K, has a negative eigen- 
value. (K, always has infinitely many positive eigenvalues.) We will apply 
the following Mountain Pass Theorem of Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz (see, e.g., 
[R] ) to our functional J: 
MOUNTAIN PASS THEOREM. Suppose J E C ‘(X) satisfies the Palais-Smale 
condition, 
(PS) Every sequence u,, in X such that J(v,) is bounded and J’(u,) -+ 0 
strongly in the dual space X’ has a subsequence which converges strongly 
in X. 
and 
There exist constants r, p > 0 such that J(u) 2 p for all v E X 
with ((u(I = r. (2.3) 
J(0) < p and there exists an element u,, E X such that lluOll > r 
and J( uO) < p. (2.4) 
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Then, J possesses a critical value 
where I’ is the collection of all continuous paths in X which join 0 to vO. 
Verz$cation of (2.3). We have by the boundedness of the operator 
(-d + V--E)-’ the estimate 
J(u)> -c llull;+~ lbll”,. 
As q < 2, the function f(t) = -Ct* + tY attains a positive maximum p for 
some t = t,,,. Choose r = t,,,, and (2.3) is satisfied. 
Verijkation of (2.4). Consider first the case where the functional J 
appears with the plus sign in front of the quadratic term. By hypothesis, 
KP has a negative eigenvalue, so. there exists a v, E Cr( RN) so that 
(v,, K,v,)<O. Let vO=~vI. Then for CI chosen large enough, 
J(v,)=c~~(v,, K,a,)+o$ j lVll~dX<O. 
For the case where the quadratic term carried a minus sign, choose 
instead v2 E C,“(RN) with (u2, K,v,) > 0, and v,,= CUI~, and the same argu- 
ment yields (2.4). 
Verz$cation of (PS). Consider only the case of the plus sign in the 
definition of J; the other case is identical. We assume that {vi} c Lq(RN) 
satisfies ) J(vj)l < M and J’(vj) -+ 0 in Lp(RN); we must show that vj has an 
L4( RN)-convergent subsequence. 
Let w~=K~v~+~v~~~-~v~EL~([W~); by hypothesis IJwjllp+O as j-00. 
Now, 
and 
;(vj, K,u,)+i j IqrlV+M. 
Together, these imply 
( >j 
f-5 IVjlqdx<fW+f llwjllp IIVjlly~ 
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For j large, II Wjll p is arbitrarily small, so we have 
IIVjllqQ c. 
Thus we may extract a weakly convergent subsequence (which we will still 
denote by ai), vi - v E L4( W”). As the function 1 tI 4 is convex, we have 
And hence, 
= (KplJj-Wj)(V-Uj). 
= j ~j . K,( v - Uj) dx - 1 Wjvj dx* 
But v - vj - 0 weakly, by Lemma 2.6 we know that Kp: L4( W”) + Lp(R”‘) 
is compact, and (( w(I p -+O as j+ oo, so we obtain 
lim SUP llvjllq6 IIfJlI, 
j- 00 
and thus vi + v strongly in Ly(lR”). Thus the proof of Theorem 2.2 is 
complete. 1 
3. THE EQUATION ( -A + V- E)u = &f(u) 
In this section we consider the equation 
i 
(H- E)u = &f(u) 
u E H2(RN). 
(3.1) 
Here H= -A + V(x) for V(X) > 0 is a periodic function on RN (Na 2, 
E lies in the spectrum gap of H, and f(u) a continuous, odd, strictly 
increasing function which satisfies 
Yl I4 PI-‘< If(u)1 <6, IfdIp’--I, lul < 1 
Y2 I4 p2-1 G If(u)] <6,lulp*-‘, I4 ’ 1 
(HO) 
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forsomey,,y,,6,,6,>Oand2<p,~p,<2N/(N-2),ifN>2;2<p,~ 
p2 < + co if N = 2. We also define 
F(u) = i‘” f(s) ds 
0 
and note that there exist positive constants a,, a2, /?, , p2 > 0 that 
Finally, we define g - f- ‘; (i.e., u = g(v) for u = f(u)), and 
G(u) = 1; g(s) ds. 
Then, from (HO) we have these bounds in G, 
a, lv14’<G(v)<~, lulyl, lo1 < 1 
a, Iv14*<G(u)<b2 luly2, I4 > 1, 
WI 
where a,, a,, bl, b2 > 0 are constant and qi = p,/(p, - 1) satisfy 
2N/(N + 2) -C q2 < q, < 2. We shall assume in addition that 
there exists 8, 1~ 8 -C 2 so that g(v)v < 0G(u) for all v E R (H3) 
there exists z, 1 < T -C 8 so that g(v) u 3 TG(u) for all u E R. (H4) 
Remark. If, contrary to (HO), p, 2 p2, the existence results still hold 
and the analysis is simpler, using the space L4’ n Lq2. However, the non- 
linearity which satisfies (HO) is more natural from the point of view of the 
original f(u), as it includes the case f(u) = ) U) P1 - 2 u + 1 u I P2 - ’ U. 
Remark. (H3) and (H4) will be satisfied iff satisfies 
there exists 8, 1 < 0 < 2 so that f(u) 6 (0 - 1) Z&(U) for all u 2 0 (H3)’ 
there exists 7, 1~ r < 0 so that f(u) 2 (T - 1) us’(u) for all u > 0. (H4)’ 
Formally our strategy is the following: we “invert” problem (l), setting 
K= -(H-E)-‘, to obtain an equation for u=f(u) 
+Ku+g(u)=o. (3.2) 
Then, we seek critical points of the energy functional 
Z(u) = &j- u(Ku) dx + j- G(u) dx. 
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In doing this, we see that the natural quantity to control is 1 G(o) dx; all 
estimates may be calculated in terms of this quantity. If g(u) = (YJ~-~ u, 
then the clear choice of the function space in which to work is Ly(lFY). 
However, if G is not homogeneous, there is no choice of Ly-space in which 
the functional Z may be easily controlled. Therefore, we consider Z(o) for u 
in the Orlicz space 
L,=LG(RN)= ~:~~~G(a)dx<co}. 
i 
We will show that (3.1) may be solved by variational analysis of the 
“dual functional” Z(u) on the Orlicz space Lo: 
THEOREM 3.1. Z(u) has a nontrivial critical point u E Lo, which is a 
solution of (3.2). 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose u E L, solves (3.2); then u = g(u) is an ZZ2(RN) 
solution of (3.1). 
Theorem 3.1 will be proven below; Theorem 3.2 we defer until a later 
section. 
We will only prove these results when N> 3. When N= 2, the proof is 
very similar. In the rest of the paper, we assume N> 3. 
Information about Orlicz spaces may be found in [KR]; we present 
below some basic facts which we shall use in our analysis of the functional 
I. Define the Orlicz norm of v E Lo, 
IIUIIG- sup s uu dx {u:~F(u)dx~l) 
and the Luxemburg norm 
PROPOSITION 3.3 [KR]. ([.I\ o and 11. II(o) are equivalent norms. 
LEMMA 3.4. F and G both satisfy a A, condition; namely, 
F(2u) < IF(u) 
G(2u) < mG(u) 
for some 1, m > 0, and for all u E R. 
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This follows easily from hypothesis (Hl ), (H2) above. As a consequence 
of Lemma 3.4, we conclude that L, is a reflexive Banach Space whose dual 
space is exactly L,. We also have: 
LEMMA 3.5 [KR]. Suppose G satisJies a A,-condition. Then )lu, - 011 G-+ 0 
if and onZy if JR” G(u, - u) dx + 0. 
COROLLARY 3.6. inf ,,v,,~c,=p>oSG(u)dx>O. 
Next, we examine the operator K = -(H - E) - ’ on the Orlicz space L,. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let u E L”(W), v E Lr*(W), 2N/(N+ 2) < rl, r2 < 2. Then, 
Ij 4Ku) d-4 Q Gr,,,, II4, ll~llr~~ 
Proof: By Holder, 1s uKu/ d IIKul(,; flullr2, where r; = rI/(rl - l), so it 
suffices to show that 
IlWls~C Ilull, 
for 2 <s < 2N/(N- 2) and 2N/(N + 2) < t < 2. But from Lemma 2.4, this 
inequality is true for any s, t with l/t - l/s < 2/N, and in this case 
1 l<N+2 1 1 2 -_- - 
t s 2N -j=?%- ’ 
LEMMA 3.8. For ail u, u E LG, 
/I WW~ d C lI4(c) II4lw 
Proof We may assume IIuIJCGj = Ilull CGj = 1. Let 
u1 = X{x: /uI < 1) 4 ~2=x{x:lul>l}~ 
~l=x{x:I”~~l}~, 02 = xix: ]“I > I}U. 
Since (ur( <u, it follows that l/u1 II Ccj < Ilull cc) = 1. As 
we have ll~llIql~a~ ‘lq’. Apply the same argument to u2, uI, v2 we have 
(i= 1, 2) 
(i= 1,2). 
(3.3) 
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By Lemma 3.7, for i, j = 1,2 (in any combination) 
SO 
COROLLARY 3.9. K: Lo -+ L, is a bounded map. 
Consequently, Z(o) E C’(Lo, [w). Next we prove an extension of the local 
compactness of K (Lemma 2.5) to Orlicz spaces Lo. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let xB denote the characteristic function of a compact set 
BG [WN. Then xeK: Lo + L, is a compact map. 
Proof. Suppose u, - 0 weakly in Lo, but u f, 0 strongly in L,. Then 
0 <V < 11~~11 (cj < q2. Replace u, by u,/IIu,I( (GJ to reduce to llunII (Gj = 1. Fix 
R > 0 and let E > 0 be given. Define 
u;) = k,XBR, up’ = u,,( 1 - x&). 
For R > 2 . dist(O, I~B), 
IxBKu:2'(x)l = b(X) j-,, >R kb, Y) d2'(y) 4j 
d CxB(x) eeyR12 
s 
eey12 lyi luL2)( y)( dy 
IYI 2 R 
using estimate (3.3), and choosing R sufftciently large we obtain 
Now. define 
(3.4) 
47, 1 =%zx{lu.l~l}~ uPI,2 = u~x{Iu”l>l~ 
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Then II u,, r II 4, < a; 1’y1, 11 u,,~ 11 42 < a; l/42, so there exist U’ E L4’, u2 E Ly2 with 
(a subsequence of) 
weakly in Ly’ 
xB~~n,2-~~ weakly in Ly2. 
(3.5) 
As X&u,, - 0 weakly, we have 
u’ + u2 = 0. (3.6) 
Also, as q2 < q1 we have 
xB&z,l -ul weakly in Lq2, (3.7) 
and applying Lemma 2.5 in Lyz we obtain (via (3.5) and (3.7)) that 
XBQB~U,,I +XBKU' 
XBKXB~U~,~+XBKU' 
strongly in LP2(RN). Adding these and applying (3.6), we see that (for a 
subsequence) 
XBKXB~~~+O (3.8) 
strongly in Lp2. But, from (Hl ) we have 
s F((xBKxB~u,) dx <6, f IxBKxB~u~I~’ + b2B s IxBKxB u,I~* B 
and using (3.8) and the Holder inequality (pr d p2), this term tends to 
zero. By Lemma 3.5, IIxBKxB~u,,II(~, + 0, and together with (3.4) this 
establishes the compactness of xBK. 1 
We are now prepared to prove Theorem 3.1. Henceforth, we shall drop 
the “k” in the definition of I(u); for the “-” case, repeat the steps with 
K= +(H-E))‘. The argument is a variation of the Mountain Pass 
Theorem of Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz. 
LEMMA 3.11. There exist constants p, p0 > 0 so that Z(u) 2~ for all 
u E LG with IJuIJ Ccj = pO. 
Proof: First, take p < 1. Then (see [KR, p. 74]), 
I G(u) dx G /b/l~~~~ (3.9) 
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Let ul--vx{I”I~1), ~2--vx{~“~>I). Applying Lemma 3.8 and (H2), we have 
Ii I Wu)dx dC(Ib,ll:,+ Ilu~lly, llu211q,+ 11~21/~2) 
On the other hand, 
G w,II;, + lI~*/I:*). (3.10) 
j G(u) dx = j G(u,) dx+ j G(u2) dx 
<b, j Iu,lY1dx+b, j Iu21q2dx (3.11) 
and similarly 
I G(u)>a, Iu,IY’dx+a, Iu2142dx.’ s s (3.12) 
In particular, by (3.9), (3.12) we may choose IIuII(~) = p small enough that 
II~III~:7 lb211q, 42 < 1, and (as q2 < q1 < 2) we obtain from (3.10) (3.11), (3.12) 
that 
But, by (3.9) and Corollary 3.6, with 0 <E(P) = inf ,,“,, (c,=P j G(u) dx, 
o<E(~)< jG(u)dxd Ilull~,~, 
so as t - t21q1 > 0 for t > 0 sufficiently small, it follows that Z(u) 2 p > 0 for 
Ilull (Gj = p for p chosen sufficiently small. 1 
LEMMA 3.12. There exists u,, E LG with llu,-l\ ccJ > 1 so that Z(u,) < 0. 
Proof. Choose any fiOe CF(R”) with 
s a,,( KV,,) dx < 0. 
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We may clearly find such a fi,, as K is not a positive operator. Let u0 = ti?,, 
t > 0. Then 
Z(u,) = j G(tv”,) dx +; j &,(Ki?,,) 
for t large, as q2 < q1 < 2. [ 
Next, we define a min-max value for Z, 
where ,X is the collection of all continuous paths cx [0, l] -+ L, with 
o(O) = 0 and a( 1) = uO. By Lemma 3.11, m > 0. If one could show that Z(u) 
satisfies the Palais-Smale condition at the value m, then an application of 
the Mountain Pass Theorem in its simplest form would guarantee that m 
is a critical value of Z. However, it is not clear that Palais-Smale holds for 
Z, as sequences {un} which tend to apparent critical points may lose com- 
pactness due to the splitting and subsequent loss of mass at infinity. 
Nevertheless, we are able to find a subsequence of any Palais-Smale 
sequence {u,} for which a fixed quantity of mass remains concentrated in 
balls of constant size. Using the translation invariance of K (recall V(x) is 
periodic), we “pull back” the mass to obtain a nontrivial critical point 
for I. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose I has no nontrivial critical points. 
Step 1. There exists a sequence {un} G L, so that 
Z(u,) -+ m (3.13) 
I’(u,) + 0 strongly in LF. (3.14) 
Suppose not. Then for any given 6 > 0 there exists y > 0 so that 
for all u with IZ(u) -m( < 6. Following Rabinowitz [R, Theorem A-43 
or Brezis-Coron-Nirenberg [BCN, Theorem 21, we may construct a 
homotopy h E C( [0, l] x L,, LG) with the following properties: 
(i) h(0, u) = u for all u E L,; 
(ii) h(t,u)=uforall tE[O,l],Z(u)$[m-b,m+6]; 
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(iii) h(t, .) is a homeomorphism for all t E [0, 11; 
(iv) Denoting AC= {oeL,:Z(u)<c), h(l,A,+,)cA,-,. 
Let E > 0 be given, and choose G E C so that 
max Z(u) <m + E. 
“EC 
(3.15) 
Set 5 = h( 1, (r); as Z(0) = 0, have d(O) = h( LO) = 0, and as Z(Q) < 0, have 
a(l) = h(1, 0,) = u0 (both by (ii)), so d EC and therefore 
max Z(u) B m. (3.16) 
ved 
But, by (3.15), ~s)E&+, for all s E [0, 11, so by (iv) we have r?(s) E A,,-, 
for ail s E [0, 11; thus 
maxZ(u)<m-8 
ved 
which contradicts (3.16). Therefore, (3.13) and (3.14) must hold. 
Step 2. Boundedness of the sequence {u,,}. 
Let 6 > 0 be given. Note first that 
II~nllKT, / >v>o (3.17) 
as if ((u,(( (Gj --f 0, it would imply Z(u,) + 0 which contradicts (3.13). From 
(3.13), (3.14), and (H3) we have 
J G(u,)dx<C+6 lb&p 
Suppose that (for some subsequence) IIu,JJ(~) -+ co. Choose no large enough 
so that )I u,II (GJ > 1 for all n > no. Then 
Let 
0” 42 
I I - dx. 1) Il&zll(G) 
A = {x: I~,I/ll~,II~c~ d 1 and 14 > 1) 
B= {x: l~nllll~nll~G,~ 1 and Id < 1) 
c= {x: l%ll/llGzlI(G) > 11. 
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Note that for x E C we necessarily have (v,I > 1. Now, 
and 
and 
Putting these estimates together yields 
c l6 IIvnI14z, G(vJ dx* s 
So from the above bound and (3.18) we see 
Ilv,J 7;) 6 C 
5 
G(v,,) dx d c + 6 il”nll (G) 
which contradicts the supposition that (lv,l) (cJ -+ co, as q2 > 1. Therefore, 
bn/l (G) is uniformly bounded, as is 1 G(v,) dx (whose boundedness follows 
from (3.18)). 
Passing to a subsequence, v, - v E L, (weakly). 
Step 3. v,(x) -+ u(x) a.e. 
Let rp E C,“(B,). Then, 
d IIz’(“,) - I’(v,)ll F IbllG + j (xB,K)(vm - %). q 
Go(l) ll(PlIG 
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as xBRK is a compact operator (Lemma 3.10). Thus 
XRk(Un) - g(d) + 0 
strongly in LF(BR), and hence (along a subsequence), g(v,) + 5 a.e. in B,, 
so v, +f(<) a.e. in B,. But, v, - u weakly in L,, so f(5) = v and we have 
v, --f u a-e. in B,. As R > 0 is arbitrary, by taking a sequence of Rj + co we 
may choose a subsequence of {u,,} which converges to v a.e. in all of RN. 
Step 4. v solves I’(v) = 0. 
Let cp E Cr( RN), supp cp = S. By Egorov’s Theorem, for any given E > 0, 
there is a set CT G S with 1 S - UJ < E so that v, -+ u uniformly on U. Thus, 
G Ilg(vn)-g(~)ll(F, IIws,c/llcc,+4l). (3.18) 
We claim that II g(u,) - g(u)11 (FJ d C. By Young’s equality, 
which yields 
vg(v) = G(v) + F(g(v)), anyvELG 
j F(g(u,)) dx < j u, g(v,) dx 6 8 j G(v,) dx < C (3.19) 
by (H3) and Step 2. Now, 
lld&Jll(,~ IIg(~n)lIF= sup s g(vJw dx 
d j Gdvn)) dx + j G(w), 
<C+l 
applying the Young inequality and (3.19). A similar calculation shows 
1) g(v)11 (FI < C, so the claim is established. 
We also claim that 
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Let k be such that 
=j-,uG(;)dx=G(;) IS\Ul. 
Then, kc l/G-‘(IS\U -‘), so we have the same inequality for )jxS,Jcc,, 
which is the inf of all such k. 
Applying (3.20), we have 
IIws\J(G, G sup I44 . IIxs,& 
sup I44 
’ G-‘(IS\UI -‘) 
sup I44 
%(1/c) 
which tends to zero with epsilon. Therefore, 
lim sup 
I 
(g(u,) - g(o))cp dx = 0. 
n-m 
Furthermore, by Lemma 3.10, 
So, by (3.14) we have 
0= lim I’(u,)cp 
n-m 
= lim ~(Ku, + g(u,)) dx 
n-m I 
= s cp(Ku + g(u)) = I'(u)cp. 
But, cp E C~(W) is arbitrary, so Z’(u) = 0. 
Step 5. There exists R > 0 and r > 0 so that for a subsequence {u,} and 
a sequence of points {xm} c RN we have 
s G( u,) dx B r/ > 0. BR(-G) (3.21) 
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(We prove (3.21) in the case N 2 3; for N = 1,2 the proof is similar.) 
Suppose not. Then for all R > 0 
lim sup s G( II,) dx = 0. n-rm yew BR(Y) 
Recall from (3.17) that llunll Ccj 2 v > 0 and consider 
EH=&y ” 
fi(l)= - UnX{le.lcl)~ y(2) = - ” onx{lv,l>l). 
As in (3.3), we have 
IIV(‘)llq, < L 
0 
l/91 
0 
l/Y2 
n 
41 ’ 
IIu~)ll,*~ L . 
q2 
Define for 6 > 0 
By Theorem 2.3 we have 
u,(x) W> Y) do) dx 4 
Ix-Yl<S 
<c h(x) Ic/& - Y) fin(~) dx& 
6 2 c llc’II,, llVllq, Iltkllp,p,,(p,+p,) 
i,j= 1 
via Young’s inequality. As pi, pj < 2N/( N - 2), 
and Il$s\l 2 = o( 1) as 6 + 0. Let E > 0 be given and choose 6 so that 
(3.22) 
u,(x) k(x, v) U,(Y) dx 4 < 43. 
Ix--Yl<6 
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Next, we apply Theorem 2.3 to obtain 
V;‘(x) k(x, y ) i+‘(y) dx dy n 
dC Ii , -y,,R Ifi!?(x)l e- y’x-y’ liT( dxdy x , 
Hence, we may fix R large enough so that 
Ux) 4x7 Y) do) dx 4 < 43. 
For the remaining piece (6 < Ix- yl <R} E A, decompose RN into 
disjoint cubes of side R, {Q,}z 1; let (Q;} denote cubes with the same 
centers as the {Q,}, but with sides of length 3R. 
G(X) W, Y) MY) dx 4 
Bc62-Nl;l ,,,(,,<,,,,<, Mx)l I%(Y)I 4) dx 
G C62- N ,g, s,, (i,; Ih( lU~)l dy) dx 
6Cd2-N 2 {(i,; I$%)1 dx)*+(j- 
I= 1 
Q; lfi:*‘(x)l dx 
to 
Q Ch2 - N~21~~ + 21~2 
c i(s 
VYl 
, Ip(x 
I= 1 Q/ ) 
+ 
( 
s,; Ivp(x)p' 2'q2 
) 1 
co 
< Cd 2 - NR 21~1 + 21~2 
c N 
*/m 
G(vf’) dx 
I=1 
Q; 
) 
+ 
(i 
2142 
, G(v;*‘) dx 
Q/ > i 
50 
< Cd 2 - NR *IP~ + 21~2 
= (J 
2/w 
\ G(u,) dx 
R l Q; 
as ll$?II (G) < Ilfi,ll (G) = 1 and q1 > q2. Now, as 2 > ql, 
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as n + co. Since 6 > 0, R > 0 are fixed, we have, for n sufficiently large, 
I[vnW#j v,(x) Wx, v) V,(Y) dx 4 <E. 
In addition, by (H4) 
lim sup 
n-a2 s 
G(v,) dx Q f lim sup 1 (v,) g(v,) dx 
“-CC 
= f lim sup (Z’(v,) v, - 1 v,(Ku,) dx) 
n+cc 
= 0. 
Hence, lim sup, _ oD Z(v,)<O, which contradicts (3.13), and (3.21) must be 
true. 
Now we exploit the periodicity of H= -A + V to translate the sequence 
(vn} so that (3.21) holds for (xn} contained in some single period module 
for V(x); i.e., we have for some R0 > 0 
s G(v,) dx > q > 0. 
(3.23) 
B&l 
Step 6. u is not identically zero. 
Suppose v=O. Then for (p~C,“(lkI~), ~I&$o)=l, Odcp(x)<l, cpKu,+O 
strongly in LF (Lemma 3.10), and 
0 = lim Z’(u,)(cpv,) 
“-+CC 
= lim g(v,) v,cp dx + v, .cpKv, dx 
n-m I 
2 lim inf ‘5 
n-m 
G(v,) dx 2 TV > 0 
from (3.23) and (H4). Therefore, v is a nontrivial critical point of I. 1 
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4. THE REDUCTION TO THE DUAL VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS 
In this section, we prove Theorems 2.2 and 3.2 which relate the dual 
problems (2.2) and (3.2) to the original eqs. (2.1) and (3.1). 
THEOREM 2.2. Equation (2.1) possesses a nontrivial solution in H2( RN) if 
and only if (2.2) possesses a nontrivial solution in L”( RN). 
Proof: Suppose u E H’( W”) solves (2.1). Then, 
u=(-A+ V-E)-’ W(x) IuJP%. (4.1) 
Define u = Wcp- ‘)lp lulpe2 u=f( W”pu), where f(t) = tP-*t. As f is inver- 
tible, we have W”% = lvjyP 2 u, and multiplying (4.1) by W’Ip yields (2.2). 
By the Sobolev embedding theorem, u E Lp(RN), and WE L”(RN) implies 
0 = W’PP 1)/P (lq-* UE LY(lw). 
Now, suppose v E Lq( RN) satisfies (2.2). Define u by 
u=(-A+ V-E)-’ w”Pv. (4.2) 
Then, W’Ipu= Kpv= + Iv(~~~ v so inverting the nonlinearity, we have 
v= +w(P--l)/P 
- Ily2 u (4.3) 
and 
(-A+ V-E)u= w”%= +wlulp-2u. 
It remains to show that u E H ‘( RN). Let s0 = q and apply Lemma 2.4 to 
(4.2): UEL” for any s0 d r, < Ns,/(N- 2s,), provided N- 2q > 0. If 
N- 2q < 0, then rl may be chosen arbitrarily. By (4.3) we have u E L”’ for 
s, = r,(q - l), i.e., s, may be any value s,(q- l)<s,<Ns,(q-l)/ 
(N- 2s,) =Nq(q- l)/(N-2q). If n-2q<O, or if Ns,(q- l)/(N-2s,)>2, 
choose s1 = 2; then by (4.2) u E H2(R”) and we are done. If not, then note 
that in any case s1 > sO, and apply Lemma 2.4 again to obtain r2 > r,, 
s2 = r,(q - 1) > sI with v E LSZ(RN). Iterating, we obtain a sequence q E s0 < 
s,< ~~~<s,withv~L~~([W~).IfN,~,(q-1)/(N-2~~)>2orN-2s~~O,we 
are done, as we may take sk+, = 2 as above. We claim that this must 
happen for k finite. Suppose not; then sk -+ S-C 2, which implies 
with N-2S>O. Thus 
NS(q-1) - 
N-& =’ 
which contradicts the construction of the Sk. 1 
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THEOREM 3.2. Suppose v EL, solves (3.2). Then u = g(v) is an H2(RN) 
solution of (3.1). 
We will first prove a lemma which will enable us to apply the idea of the 
above proof of Theorem 2.2 to (3.2). 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose VEL’+L~, l<r<p<cc (i.e., v=v,+v2, v,cL’, 
v2 E LP). 
(i) Zf in addition [VI > 1, then v E L’. 
(ii) Zf in addition 1111 Q 1, then v E Lp. 
ProoJ (i) Without loss, assume 1120; if not, let v, =vx{~,~~ and 
v2 = -UX (” G 0), and apply the result to each. Write v = f + g, f E L’, g E Lp. 
On the set 
A = {x: (gl < l/10) 
we have f (x) > 9/10, and 
co> Ifl' s 
So A has finite measure. 
But g E Lp so by Holder we have 
s 
If I’< a. 
A 
On the other hand, 
jAC Igl’=$JA. lwl’ 
G&s,. IIOglP 
= lop-’ jAC 1glP-C 00. 
Putting these estimates together, g E L’ so v = f + g E L’. 
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(ii) Again, assume v>O, write v=f+g, ~-EL’, gELP. Let B= 
{x: IfI < 10); then 
< lop-’ s 
As /VI = If+ gl d 1, B’E {x: lgl>9}, so 
m+Pq IglP 
‘ix:lgl>31 
>9p.I{x: lgl >9}1 >9p IB“I. 
Now IfI< lgl + If+ gl < lgl + 1 and 
lflP6c(IglP+ 1). 
Therefore, 
jFlfl”+lp+lB’:l)<“. 
SofELPand v=f-+ggLp. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Suppose u E L, with Ku = g(v). Set u = g(v) EL,, 
and define 
01 = VX{l”l Q I} 
~2=vz{III>l]~ 
Then we have by familiar arguments that v, E Lyl, v2 E Ly2. Then 
u=g(v)=Ku=Kv,+Kv,. 
By Lemma 2.4 we may choose Ye, 1, r2,, with 
i 
Ku, EL”,’ for q1 G rl,l 6 &MN- 2qA 
Ku, E Lr2.1 for q2 e r2, t 6 Nq21(N - 29,) 
and thus, u EL”,’ + Lr2.*. Now, let 
(4.4) 
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Then, 
u1= g(h) = g(u) x (,“,~1}=(~~1+~~2)x:,“,~l) 
u2 = g(u2) = g(u) x {jul>1}=(~~,+~~2)x~,“,>,~. 
~o,u~~g(l)andu,~L”~‘;u~~g(l)andu~~~~~~+~~*~*.ByLemma4.lwe 
have u1 E L”J and u2 E LQI. Now, as u1 =f(ul) and u2=f(u2), the bounds 
(HO) imply that u1 E Lsl.I, u2 E LQ1 with 
N?1(q1- 1) 
q1<s1,1< N-*ql 
42 < s2, I < 
W2(92 - 1) 
N-2q, ’ 
Now, do the same iteration argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, until 
s1 and s2 both equal 2. Then, by (4.4) u E H2(RN). 1 
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